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WEATHERIZATION
Through Adsystech’s Weatherization module, agencies can gain
confidence in their ability to track and manage a customer’s
needs- from the application process to work orders. By using a
streamlined approach, clients gain the ability take captured data
and produce a real-time approval and verification process
allowing them to focus on assisting customers with the energy
retrofitting of their homes.

KEY POINTS
Our module manages the workflow to allow your users to assist in enabling
low-income families to reduce their energy bills by making their homes more
energy efficient. Funds used to improve the energy performance of dwellings
families in need, using the most advanced technologies and testing procedures
available in the housing industry are manage within our modules.
+Integrated approval process
+Management (caseloads) and tracking (participants) through information related to services, funding contracts and desired gains of outcomes
+Integrated accounting of inventory/ Integrated with Accounting Systems
+Individual and program outcome assessment
+Real-time and full integrated NEAT Audit assessment
+Export Files for electronic submission of Job Cost to State oversight agencies
+Capture Labor and Material estimates (work order details), inspections and
reinspections
+Weatherization project labor and material costs are automatically rolled up
from each work order.

KEY NEW FEATURES
Because we tied our client’s program management tools into program
applications and funding sources, users can oversee the accurate measurement
of Results and Outcomes.
+Integrates Directly with Account Systems to manage inventory
+ Adsystechs reporting tools allow clients to accurately and easily
generate Building
+Weatherization Reports (BWR). Users can pull additional client and program
data through ad hoc queries.
+By offering Scheduler abilities, caseworkers are able to schedule and log appointments
+Case Notes allow users to make comments and maintain dated historical information

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT TOOLS
+Signature Pads
+Google Mapping
+Workflow Engine
+Text to Speech
+Text to voice mail,
messaging or email

+Document Scanning

